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Amadeus business overview

Amadeus Altéa Suite
> Altéa Inventory permits airlines to
create and manage schedules, seat
capacity and associated fares on a flightby-flight basis. This allows the airline
to monitor and control availability
and reassign passengers in real time.
Altéa Inventory also incorporates a
seat-mapping functionality. Since
we introduced Altéa in 2000, with
British Airways and Qantas, we have
successfully migrated 100 airlines. Each
airline that uses our Altéa Inventory
module must also have implemented
our Altéa Reservation module.

>A
 ltéa Departure Control covers many
aspects of flight departure, including
check-in, issuance of boarding
passes, gate control and other
functions related to passenger flight
boarding, while enabling airlines to
manage disruptions and other flight
events efficiently. In addition, Altéa
Departure Control offers aircraft load
control functionality, which enables
airlines to evaluate and optimise
fuel utilisation. As of December 31,
2011, 42 airlines were using our Altéa
Departure Control solution. Each
airline that uses our Altéa Departure
Control module must also have
implemented our Altéa Reservation
and Altéa Inventory modules.
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The principal service of this business
area is the Amadeus Altéa Suite, a newgeneration set of passenger management
solutions which address airlines’ missioncritical operating functions: sales and
reservations, inventory management and
departure control.
>A
 ltéa Reservation enables our airline
customers to manage all their bookings,
fare prices and ticketing through a
single interface and is compatible with
distribution via direct and indirect
channels, both online and offline. We
launched our initial airline IT offering,
known as System User, in 1991 and are
gradually converting System Users to
our other Altéa PSS modules.
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